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1 Objectives and methods
Objectives
• to understanding the transport problem
• to quantify its environmental, social and economic impact in a given real world
situation.
• to enable to find an alternative, more sustainable solution that is acceptable for all
stakeholders.
Methods
• only few basic physical and behavioral models to understand the underlying princi-
ples.
• exercises to be able to apply models to specific situations, no out-of-the-box solu-
tions.
• Planning project to gain practical experience.
1
2 Program
1. Overview
2. Vehicles
3. Transport network
4. Transport demand
5. Sustainable transport planning- and operating methods
6. Environmental, social and economical impact of transport
7. Analyses of present and future transport systems and technologies
8. Case studies
3 Lectures
• Joerg Schweizer’s official home-page: http://www.unibo.it/docenti/joerg.schweizer
(Announcements, Feeds, hours of reception, etc.)
• Lectures/Exercises: Monday 9:00-10:30, Wednesday 16:00-18:00 (if not stated oth-
erwise)
• Lecture notes, exercise material:
campus.unibo.it/cgi/lista?codMateria=35398-341683&email=joerg.schweizer
Please print, read and bring them into the lectures
(use blank border for notes!)
• Planning project: every student must participate in a small transport planning case
study. The projects will start in April. Description and organizational information
will be given later. The Planning project will contribute with 6/30 points to the
exam.
4 Exam
Requires: Per-evaluated Planning project (to be presented at the exam)
Rules:
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• There will be 3 problems to be answered by written in 2 hours.
• Allowed is a non-programmable pocket calculator and one sheet with hand-written
notes (front and rear side can both be used).
• There are a maximum of 30 points: maximum of 6 points for the Planning project,
and 24 points for the 3 written problems.
• The first problem is a collection of multiple choice questions/answers, covering the
material of the entire course (except airport noise reduction). Each question has
one or more correct answers (if not sated otherwise). Correctly ticked answers will
result in one credit, incorrectly ticked answer will result in minus half a credit (one
credit does usually correspond to one point). The minimum of the multiple choice
problem is zero points the maximum is 8 points.
• The remaining two problems will be calculations, covering the subjects of the exer-
cises. The maximum points can only be obtained if all results are correct. Usually
problems are divided into sub-problems where the number of points for each sub-
problem is indicated. This means it is possible to obtain points for the correct
answer of each sub-problem.
All solutions must be clearly visible and surrounded by a box. In case numerical
solutions are requested, then the answer is correct if the correct quantity and correct
unit are in the box. If the explicit analytical solution is requested, then the answer
is correct only if the correct explicit analytical expression is in the box. No points
are given for intermediate results.
For students who make the exam as part of Infrastructure Systems, the total points of this
exam will account for 2/3 of the final mark in Infrastructure Systems. Note that in order
to pass the Infrastructure Systems course, the mark in both, Sustainable Transportation
Engineering and Uncertainty and Risk in Transport Systems must be at least 18 or higher.
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